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Historical Back Ground : In ancient period , information was 

conveyed through well trained pigeons. Then came the era of 
messengers, who would walk on foot /cart /horse and carry the 
messages over long distances .With the advancement of 
technology, new methods of communication have been 
developed. 

Historical Development :  

Year                                                                                 Event

1844    Telegraphy – first telegraph cable  link up  in between  
USA  and Europe .

1901     Radio transmission : Indian Physicist J.C .Bose made 
contribution to     

               Marconi for establishing radio transmission .

1915      Coast to coast telephone service is started in USA .

1941      Co-axial cables with multiple channel were laid . 

 1962    Satellite communication started with the launching of 
Telstar  satellite .

1965     First geostationary , Early Bird was launched .

1970     Optical fibre communication started in USA .

1975      First digital telephone switch 
 1975     Wideband communication system (cable TV etc)
 1980     Compact disc is developed by Philip & Sony
1981      FCC adopts rules for commercial cellular 
telephone
1982      Internet is used to replace ARPANET 

1985      Fax machines widely available in offices , 
 
       

1988      Trans –Atlantic optical fibre cables were laid , Since 
then entire field of communication has been revolutionized .  

1989       First SONET standard optical fiber products 
released
 

1990     WWW becomes part of the internet
 
1990-2000     Digital communication system (ISDN, 
BISDN, HDTV,
                       handheld computers, digital cellular etc 
Global
                       telecom system

 

 Signal : Information converted into electrical form and 

suitable for transmission is called signal .

Types of signal or communication   :

(i) Analog signal ( Analog  communication)  : A signal in which 
information is changed to a voltage or current that varies 
continuously and smoothly over a range of values is called an 
analog signal .

In analog communication the out voltage varies in accordance 
with input voltage variation .

In this communication ,the output voltage have an infinite 
number values .

Due to many  - valued output , the analog operation is less 
reliable . 

Example : The loudness and pitch of a sound determine the 
amplitude and frequency , respectively of the waveform of the 
voltage produced by microphone on which the sound falls . 

Analog electronics deals with the processing of analog signals , 
e.g, in radio and television systems .

(ii) Digital signal ( Digital communication ):  A 

signal that can have only two descrete values is called a digital 
signal .  

In digital signal , information is converted into pulse produced 
by switching action

ON or OFF ,e.g., logic gates .

A digital circuit expresses the values in digits 1’s or on 0’s or off 
. Hence the name digital is justified .

A square wave is a digital signal, because this signal has only 
two values .

Digital operation is more reliable than many –valued analog 
operation .

Modern communication systems involve digital electronics .

 (iii) Radio   signal ( Radio communication ): An 

audio signal from a broadcasting station is sent over a great 
distance to a receiver .Audio signal can not be sent directly 
over the air for appreciable distance , even after converting 
into electrical signal .At audio frequencies ,the signal power is 
quite small and radiation is not practicable . so need of new 
technique to transmit the signal that is modulation . 

Frequency Spectrum Of AM wave

The AM wave is equivalent to the summation of three sinusoidal 
wav, es , one having amplitude E
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Thus the process of modulation does not change the carrier 
frequency but produces two new frequencies( fc
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 ) and ( fc
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 ) which are called side band frequencies (SBF)  .
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called Upper Side Band (USB) . The difference between carrier and 
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Band Width : The difference between USB and LSB is called Band (BW).
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Since all information is obtained in the two sidebands , the bandwidth 

required for transmission or reception through amplitude modulation is 

twice the highest frequency contained in the modulating wave . i.e., BW = 

2f
m

 ( highest)       
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Power in AM Waves 

The power of a carrier wave is given by 
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Where R is the resistance in which the power is dissipated .

Total power of Side Band 
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Fraction of total power carried by side bands 
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(a ) When  m = 0  , power carried by side bands  = 0 .

(b) When  m =1/2 , power carried side bands = 11.1 % the total power of 
AM wave (c) When  m =1 , power carried side bands = 33.3 % the total 
power of AM wave 

   P
S 

 / P
C
  = ½ m2  

 Limitations of amplitude modulation :

(i) Noisy reception 

(ii) Low efficiency

 (iii) Small operating range

 ( iv) Lack of audio quality


